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At present, all domestic government departments are developing E-Government 
Construction One after another in china. Based on network platform, Many 
government affair application system such as electrical Administrative examination 
and approval system、Document exchange system were used. The Requirement about 
the safety of Electronic document is more serious in the process. So, if we want to 
promote above application system further more, firstly, we need to build electronic 
seal system to solve the problem such as the question of safety and Legitimacy. 
    Electronic signature or Electronic seal is the Electronic and network display of 
Physical seal Credit system, also the Methods of Identity confirmation and grant 
authorization on network, it combinate modern science  technology and traditional 
customs, and also is a new phase for physical seal in information society. Electronic 
signature or Electronic seal is an application for Electronic signature technology, it 
has been changed from the Obscure Electronic signature technology to the mode 
which people are accustomed to. Certainly, it Conform to our Use custom and Credit 
system more than before, and eliminate the Application obstacle obviously. So it has 
great value for Electronic signature application Extension. 
The paper introduces Design and Implementation of Electronic seal system based on 
PKI technology. Electronic seal system can be divided into 3 parts: Server 、Client、
Combination with E-Government application system. Server is the main part of the 
whole system which is been introduced in detail. then try to Analysis Key technology 
of Electronic seal system, change physical seal into network by using PKI 、Digital 
watermarking、usb-key technology ; Client Software development is due to realize to 
sign in many data formats; finally, take one e-government application for an example , 
design the Two times the development of Electronic seal system function, then 
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综合利用 PKI 技术、数字水印技术、USB-KEY 技术等实现物理印章的网络
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